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ABSTRACT

This paper reports image categorization performance exhibited by an immature Human brain, that beats current state-of-the art convolutional networks with regards to the training procedure (limited size of the training set and limited training budget). This observation highlights the limits of the current A.I. trend for backpropagation-trained neural networks dedicated to computer vision, as well as its differences with natural neural networks. Based on the identified limitations, I then introduces a new image categorization challenge (the seven donkey challenge).
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1 Introduction

An increasing number of recent scientific studies in engineering report superhuman performance in varied automated tasks (Hershey et al., 2010; Van Den Berg et al., 2010; Staub et al., 2012; Ch Barghaba et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2017; Brown and Sandholm, 2019). This is especially observed in the field of computer vision, when performing recognition, classification or segmentation using deep learning approaches (Cireșan et al., 2012; Maninis et al., 2016; Tulbure and Bäuml, 2018).

There is also a strengthening trend, in the neuroscience community, to suggest that convolutional networks trained by deep-learning are good models of the Human brain (see for example Marblestone et al., 2016; Yamins and DiCarlo, 2016; Kietzmann et al., 2018). However, training deep-learning architectures usually requires the use of huge datasets, as well as extremely large number of training epochs that may not necessarily compare well with the training of real brains (De Schutter, 2018).

In order to illustrate this critical difference, that is usually referred to in colloquial terms rather than with specific data, I report in the present paper an observation of an immature Human brain which, after training with an uncontrolled set of natural images associated with various labels, managed to learn and generalise a completely new class with a very restricted training set and a short training period.

2 Methods

A 18 month old baby was repeatedly presented 7 images of donkey, over the course of two weeks, all extracted from the French language edition of "The book of Autumn" (Berner, 2005) (training set). These seven donkeys are almost identical (see Fig. 1). They are all presented in a profile point of view, walking to the right, with a yellow blanket on the back, and partially occluded in all the images.
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The presentations were done once or twice a day, I can thus estimate that a maximum of 28 awake training epochs were performed (I can only speculate about the number of offline replays performed).

No other donkey (drawing, picture or real animal) had ever been presented to the child. Presentations were either accompanied with a pointing gesture directed toward the donkey, and the vocalization in Russian by the experimenter "ослик" (donkey, pronounced oslik), or by the question, without gesture "где ослик?" (were is the donkey?). In the latter case, when the subject did not answer by a pointing gesture (timeout of approx. 3 s), or when the pointing direction wasn’t correct, the experimenter then pointed at the donkey. The word "ослик" had never been previously used in another context.
3. Results

The baby pointed the donkey playing cello without hesitation.

4. Discussion

I reported in this paper the observation of an immature Human brain learning to perform image categorization and segmentation with superAI performance. This brain used a limited (7 items) set of very similar images (samples on Fig. 1), and was able to generalise the newly learned category to a radically different image (Fig. 2), using a limited budget of training epochs.

Take that in your face, convolutional networks.

I am of course not the first to question superhuman capabilities of deep-learning systems, see for example (Toromanoff et al., 2019; Zador, 2019). This paper aims at participating to the questioning of such assertions, especially the metrics used for such comparisons. The training computational budget and the size of the training set are critical variables that need to be properly addressed before superhuman performance can be claimed. Refer for example to (Mouret, 2016; Shu, 2019) on the necessity to rely on smaller datasets. Stressing on superhuman performance of artificial systems, in the current context, may contribute to the misunderstanding of the general public about what neural network powered AI is really capable of, and how far we are from building Artificial General Intelligence.

4.1 The Seven Donkeys

As a consequence to the observation reported here, I propose a new challenge for artificial systems dedicated to computer vision: the Seven Donkeys challenge. It consists in training a computer vision system to find the centroid of the seven labelled donkeys in the (Berner, 2005) training set, and then to test it on its ability to locate the centroid of the donkey in the (Cosneau, 2014) test set.
The subject of our study clearly had many opportunities to experience natural and drawn images, and it had already been trained to learn various categories (other than "ослик") and to search for these categories in images. This pre-training is probably a key to its performance in the test donkey recognition. Therefore the artificial system is allowed (and even recommended) to be trained with any labelled or unlabelled image sets, previously to the training with the [Berner 2005] set, as long as they don’t contain any donkey (the no-donkey sets).

Two training budget will be considered to define two versions of the challenge: the restricted seven donkey challenge consists in solving the problem with only 28 training epochs (mimicking the 28 awake training epochs only), while the extensive seven donkey challenge allows for 1000 additional presentations of the training set images, without the label and centroid information, interleaved with images from its no-donkey training sets, if needed.
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